
currently in yarlswood since may 9th 2014 

iam making this submissions by myself. 

am compelling the form of submissionform-August 2014 on on 3rd October,2014. 

yes iam in yarlswood  detention,my detention started on 9th may 2014. 

yea it is my first time to be detained in UK. 

iam in detention because I went to Croydon to seek asylum because I run away from home 

because my family wants me to through FGM and I do not want to.so I went for the 

interviews and the home office refused everything I told them as they always refuse as far as 

I know. 

 

The experience is not easy to be in detention,it is an emotional and a psychological torture to 

us,even people who has released out there they live in fear that feeling that they are in 

detention and any time they are going to receive the waste news of there life.the treatment 

from detention custody officers is unbelievable,they treat us like we are not human beings,we 

are nuisance. 

 

since I have been here in yarlswood since may which is 5 months.is like five years out there,it 

is a torture from all the angles of life because they don't care of the welfare of us detainees.i 

was abused back home and fled here to be free and I went to Croydon to seek asylum on my 

own no one forced me to go there and they ended up detaining me for such a long time and as 

far as human rights is concerned,it is inhuman to keep people in this kind of environment for 

a long time since Britain teaches of human rights. 

 

I have a boyfriend who is british and so has been for the rest of his life and this is so 

traumatising to both of us,iam stressed and when you are sick oh my God the health care is a 

disaster they don't care at all,everyone who is sick is pretending and if that can 

continue,someone will die in here.when you want to raise a point they threatens you so that 

we should be silent victims adding the stress and depression on us . 

 

they release people to and sign and within two weeks you see them coming back and they 

release them again maybe after two weeks and they detain them again when they are 

signing.the requirements of someone to be given a bail are also a disaster.it is mental 

torture,that is what they are doing here,the maltreatment from the officers and health workers 

it is a mental tourture.thet did not build thias for a good reason but to torture people mentaly 

so that when they go to the society,it should still hunt them because those who are released 

are never free for the rest of there lives. 

 

I have seen a lady who came here fine and she has gone mad because of the depression,how 

can they allow that?how can human beings do that to fellow human beings?does England 

really practice what they preach?the way they treated her,i have never seen like a dog and 

seek people are not been cared for here.how can they arrest someone on a wheel 

chair?mentally unstable?where are they going to run to?they just need there protection that is 

all! 

 

there is no way to deal with mental,physical or any emotional issues here you are on your 

own no one cares and even the counsellor is just worse,people they go there and they come 

back worse. 

 

thanks a lot. 

 

http://months.is/
http://disaster.it/

